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ACADEMIC LIBRARY
ORIENTATIONS
• Vary in shape and form, depend
on size, resources and staff,
orientation schedule, mandatory
or otherwise, supports universitywide mission
• Day-long events, drop-in
sessions, elaborate tours and
games, scavenger hunt-types,
gamified content apps,
standalone (on-demand)
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PRESENTATION
OUTLINES
• Demonstrate value of library
and its collaboration with
Student Leaders (SL) and
Office of Student Life (OSL)
• Foster student-librarian role
to promote peer-learning
during orientation
• Key takeaways on challenges
and successes of the
programme
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OVERVIEW
• Library orientation integrated
with the SMU-wide Freshmen
Orientation 3-day programme
run by OSL
• Library orientation known as
LIBQUEST is held on the 2nd
and 3rd day
• Student Leaders assigned to
groups of freshmen
• Cohort of freshmen of 1,600 –
1,700 freshmen
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VALUE
• Deliver seamless, streamlined and
meaningful 3-day SMU flagship
orientation programme for freshmen
• Collaborate with key partners such as
Office of Student Life and SMUSA to
offer holistic learning
• Create an experience where student
leaders take a prominent role
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VALUE
• Co-create orientation content via focus
groups and Train-the-Trainer workshops
• Content reviewed to be more studentcentred yet meeting library’s information
literacy needs
• Orientation is embedded and naturally
flows within their day activities into
library space

Training for Student Leaders

• Students have “warmed up” to their
seniors allow for peer learning to be more
meaningful
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STUDENT-LIBRARIAN
ROLES
• Train Student Leaders (SL) to
take on the role as “library
ambassadors” for the session
• SL contextualise the need for
library orientation and
conduct the briefing

Student leader’s briefing

• Enables SL to impart their
insights and experience as
library users to freshmen
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STUDENT-LIBRARIAN
ROLES
• Two Student Leaders with
a group of 13/14 freshmen
• Use of Gametize app,
learning objects, guides
and poster
• 45mins duration – 1 hour.
Library staff on standby to
provide assistance
Student leader’s briefing
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
• Discover the library & key facilities such
as book-drops, learning commons, selfcheckout machines, printing rooms,
and Reserves
• Self-help tools such as FAQs, Research
Guides, library website, etc
• Know the channels to seek assistance in
the form of library email, library chat and
research librarians
• Use library responsibly (etiquette)
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PEERLEARNING

REFLECTIONS
Last activity in the orientation:
Time to gather with your student
leader for a short briefing. It's OK if
you aren't able to complete the
session.
Key in your thoughts.

• “We learnt about the responsible behaviour of every library user and the
genres of books available for loan. Facilitators were very helpful with explaining
the various features of the library and the dos and don'ts of every library user.”
• “I learnt that our library in SMU, the Li Ka Shing library is extremely conducive
for its students and has facilities such as the printing room, Bloomberg
terminals as well as a myriad of studying locations with different environments
that suit different students’ needs. Our team worked together to figure out the
answers and together, explored the library and it shun some new light on what
was to be expected in our new school.”
• “I learnt more about how the library and what it has to offer. I am also more
familiar with the location of specific topics so that I can find what I need with
ease in the future. My facilitator were familiar with the library and it’s
amenities and were able to accurately guide us along as we played this game.”
• “We completed the challenge smoothly, although it was quite hard to navigate
around the library. learnt more about what's in the library and its facilities. our
facilitators dropped us hints!”
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Plan, gather, & analyse

Inputs from H(IS)/(LS) and FYE
team
Meetings & open comm. w.
OSL liaison & student leaders
Made several tweaks to
LibQuest content
Communicate observation
to OSL
Recommendations

A

Conversations
with Freshmen
Orientation SL
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CHALLENGES
• Student may not see or come
into contact with library staff.
The only interaction would be
led by the Student Leaders

Training for SL
Run LIBQUEST

• Quality of session by Student
Leaders may be
compromised, such as
rushing the LIBQUEST, and
sharing answers with later
groups

Debrief with staff
volunteers and obtain
observation

C
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CONCLUSION
• Accomplishment of learning outcomes. SL as
facilitators, can be enhanced and developed
further
Next stop,
library!

• Strengthen collaboration with Office of Student
Life
• Other noteworthy aspect is the efficient
scheduling by OSL for both libraries throughout
the day. We’re not competing with them!
• Increased freshmen participation by integrating
library programmes within the freshmen
orientation activities/SMU-wide planning 12

